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EDITOR'S DESK

Secretary, QCFI Nagpur Chapter

 And

Editor ,  'SANKALP'

Vivek A. Shrouty

Dear Quality Aspirant,

nd
This year we are organizing our 32  

Chapter Convention on Quality Concepts 

digitally. Last year was tumultuous for us 

because of the pandemic, but we all kept our 

spirits high and organized a Convention and 

also a programme like “STORY TELLING” 

conducted on 24.06.2021by unleashing the 

power of the digital world.

We are going through an industrial 

ecosystem where you all will agree on the 

speed of change and how this speed has 

increased in the past decade. Here Quality 

Circle plays an important role where team 

work of Quality Circle is efficient to come out 

from the challenges in a proactive way.

Under RCOEM- QCFI Center of Human 

Excellence we had conducted various 

programme and one such programme for 

college student on Lean Six Sigma Yellow 

Belt.
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We feel proud that we are celebrating 
nd32  Digital Chapter Convention on Quality 

Concepts in association with one of the 

prominent institutions in India, Shri 

Ramdeobaba College of Engineering and 

Management, Nagpur.

QCFI Nagpur Chapter continues its 

effort towards achievement of business 

excellence, organization of CCQC , training, 

various programme and publication of 

SANKALP.

I deem it my duty to record my appreciation 

for all those who rendered their shoulder 

towards catering to Quality Circle.

I would also like to thank our authors 

and artists for their support and phenomenal 

work in penning down the engrossing articles/ 

posters you are about to read.



A K Jain
Chairman –QCFI, Nagpur Chapter,  

Director -QCFI Board 

CHAIRMAN'S TALK

Dear Delegates and Participants,

On behalf of Governing Council 
Members of QCFI Nagpur Chapter, I want to 
extend my warmest greetings to all the 
Organisations and the respected participants 

nd
those who are attending the 32  Di-CCQC 21 
– Digital Chapter Convention on Quality 
Concepts 2021 with the theme – “Involving 
People through Quality Concepts to make 
India a Global Leader.”

Regardless to mention that we are 
pleased to welcome all the delegates from 
different sectors and industries taking interest 
and participating in this digital convention and 
yet it is a moment of pride that we remained 
moving ahead inspite of trial times in the form 
of COVID – 19 and have adapted to the new 
normal with an opportunity to hold Di-CCQC 
21 convention successfully. 

As we progressively march ahead, it is 
more and more overwhelming to know that 
individual possess that zeal to learn, grow 
and develop in their respective fields. With 
the amount of energy and enthusiasm which 
is put in it is evident that Quality Concepts is 
the need of the hour and people are actively 
participative as they have known or have 
tasted the sweetness of this cause. 

I must appreciate this vigour that lies 
beneath every participant and organiser 
because this is what is required to keep the 

spirit and notion of Quality Concepts to make 
our Nation the global leader. The county is 
undergoing a rapid transformation during the 
past couple of years towards successive 
waves of economics, factor driven to 
techno logy  and  i nnova t i on -d r i ven  
excellence. With such young and glorious 
minds at work I am sure this journey of 
transformation will take a splendid shape in 
coming future and QCFI is proud to provide 
such platforms and give such opportunities 
for people to excel and transform into better 
self and create a better place for others 
through these Quality Concepts.

To change the organisat ion's 
perception of quality, you need to shift the 
thinking from quality being only your job to 
making quality everyone's job. Quality is a 
continuous process, hence let's continue 
working together for quality and strive for our 
contribution in making our Nation proud in all 
the aspects. 

Thanking each and all of you for 
reposing your faith in us. I am confident that, 
all those who are attending the convention 
will gain a renewed sense of achievement 
and an optimistic view of the future. 

Warm Regards
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VICE  CHAIRMAN'S  TALK

Mr. Manohar Hedaoo
M.E.,F.I.E.(I), PG DBM, BDE, DIT

It gives me immense pleasure to note that 

QCFI Nagpur Chapter is a well developing 

day by day even during Covid-19 pandemic 

period. I extend my heartiest congratulations 

to all the team members who are contributing 

for the great initiative in the journey of digital 

India by organizing the Di~CCQC2021 on 

digital platform.

In reality, during short period we 

achieved a lot by arranging seminars and 

competitions from time to time resulting in 

ensuring world class quality products in 

associate industries. As a result of this, 

outstanding quality circle initiative we had 

won QCFI national awards.

It is not merely providing information but also 

imparting knowledge. It is also developing 

inquisitiveness, usage of quality tools in 

problem solving, enhancing customer 

satisfaction and ensuring continuous 

improvements through PDCA cycle with 

highly technical and systematic approach. All 

the companies actively participating in a 

quality circle activity have improved quality, 

productivity, reduced cost, improved delivery, 

improved safety performance and improved 

the moral of most precious human resource.

We proved that dedication and 

perseverance leads to excellent outcome. We 
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have to provide best possible way to facilitate 

the young brains which enable them to cover 

all milestones to achieve success and tap out 

their updated potential for the benefit of the 

nation.

Now a day, the cultural theme of 'new 

way of working' or 'digital work place' plays a 

major role. Everyone agreed that remote 

working does not replace personal contact 

but if done correctly, is the perfect 

comp lement  and  Nagpur  Chap te r  

succeeding in that. The topic of remote 

leadership was also discussed extensively. 

The participants shared their experience 

which established the importance of direct 

communication and trust within the team. 

This is especially crucial during such times of 

crisis (output-based vs. time tracking). Agile 

and flexible cooperation in cross-functional 

and decentralized teams is acknowledged as 

a reason for success and survival in the 

current situation. 

I am confident enough that QCFI will be 

stronger day by day, adding new activities. I 

wish all the best to the team for future and 

pray almighty to remain chapter forever by 

providing better service to the members.



MESSAGE

Manish Nuwal
Managing Director & CEO

Solar Industries India Limited
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At the outset of the new normal, new 
phase, new start we are charged up to face up 
new challenges which we have experienced 
in recent past in the form of COVID -19  and 
this is the time of transformation with renewed 
mind and spirit to achieve new heights and 
sore high in our journey for aiming to strive in 
becoming proficient.  

With this I would like to congratulate all 
nd

the participants and the delegates of the 32  
thDi-CCQC, Nagpur Chapter to be held on 24  

Oct 2021 with the theme – “Involving People 
Through Quality Concepts to make India a 
Global Leader.”

Quality Circle Forum of India is that 
platform which provides the participants that 
exposure to understand new standards while 
interacting with individuals from various 
industries and the best practices which is 
implemented across the sectors. It is a 
learning forum, and one must take its full 
advantage to gear up for achieving new 
heights through Quality Concepts. 

Quality is something which is 
endeavor of every industry, enterprise, or 
organization. It's a continuous process which 
requires inclusion from all the facets and the 
result is through the combined efforts from all 
the individual contributing to that process. 

Hence, quality concept should be ubiquitous 
in every step of industrial processes. This 
requires the awareness and zeal in every 
individual and each mind that they must 
remain involved sincerely for quality 
outcomes. 

We must also, understand that our efforts for 
striving hard for Quality Concept will have a 
huge impact in making Nation Self Reliant 
in var ious sectors.  Therefore, the 
improvements and knowledge from across 
the varied industries will help our Nation and 
each other excel in the ladder for Excellence 
and become Global Leader. 

I would like to encourage each participant to 
keep their journey in the quality concept 
fervent and remain perseverant. Also, 
commending the delegates for organizing this 
convention at Chapter and National level for 
the edifying the young minds in transforming 
our nation. 

My best wishes to all for an augmented 
learning, enriched experience and utilizing 
this robust platform in self-development for a 
brighter tomorrow.  



MESSAGE

Dr. Rajesh S. Pande
Principal - RCOEM

My Greetings to all Participants 
ndand Delegates of 32  Di-CCQC-

2021.

It gives me immense pleasure to be 
nd

associated with 32  DiGiTAL Chapter 

Convention on Quality Concepts. On behalf of 

QCFI Nagpur Chapter and as a Host 

Institution for the second consecutive year, I 

extend warm welcome to all the Participants 

and Delegates.

The theme of Chapter Convention 

“INVOLVING PEOPLE THROUGH QUALITY 

CONCEPTS TO MAKE INDIA  A  GLOBAL 

LEADER” is relevant in current times. When 

the world is experiencing challenges 

everyday related to Pandemic, call by our 

Honourable Prime Minster to be “Innovative” 

has infused energy & motivation in every 

Indian. It is welcome step by QCFI-Nagpur 

Chapter that they have chosen an apt Title for 

the Convention which is happening virtually. 

The Digital deliberations and discussion 
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during the Chapter Convention will help 

everyone to move in the right direction.

We at Shri Ramdeobaba College of 

Engineering and Management, Nagpur;  take 

pride in delivering the Quality education with 

focus on Research, Consultancy and Training 

which makes our Faculty and Students 

distinct from others. Testimony of this fact is 

the Ranking the Institute has received over 

the years. We are committed to the purpose 

contributing in making India a “Global 

Leader”. 

I wish to thank QCFI Nagpur Chapter 

for giving this opportunity to be associated 

with Chapter Convention.



Mr. Sanjay Vaidya
N.H.K. Automotive Components India Pvt. Ltd,

Aurangabad, Maharashtra

MOVEMENT

Journey of industrialization could be vividly marked from the Invention of the wheel to a robot 

driven car. Rapid, scientific and technological evolution triggered and enhanced the identity, pace, 

scope of industrial revolution. Innumerable difficulties and hurdles came across during this journey 

of industrialization, and circumventing those via a series of brainstorming sessions of the 

engineers, scientists and the task force resulted into a tremendous pool of information and 

knowledge, giving a message to the society that, “For any problem there is and will be a solution”.

Although the process of root cause analysis and brainstorming for finding solutions of 

industrial problems is now well in-place but resolving the upcoming industrial and or domestic 

problems, easing up of work, establishing and maintaining consistency in process, discovery of 

some tools and techniques became inevitable. Tremendous time and efforts were invested in 

research of these tools and techniques which I dare say now have been successfully formulated 

and applied in tackling these problems. These tools and techniques have evolved to be so handy 

and user friendly that one can easily customize and implement these methods for their respective 

problems. Indeed we should be indebted to the great scientists, engineers and technocrats for 

discovering these tools. One can acknowledge their contribution by learning and implementing 

these tools in respective domains to gear up the process of solution finding and problem solving.

Several organizations within the nation as well as across the globe are working continuously 

to support and encourage industries of all types towards enhancing their productivity and profits by 

providing a certain platform for resolving industrial problems. Quality Circle Forum Of India 

(QCFI), is one such organization working continually in this domain since 1983. Employee's 

suggestions, channelized via a functional and effective inhouse system, enable an organization in 

grooming and nurturing the employee engagement in achieving the ultimate goal of the 

ARTICLE
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organization, is the ultimate philosophy of QCFI. QCFI provides a common platform for all the 

organizations, wherein they can come together, and exchange their ideas and suggestions by 

participating in varied events organized under its umbrella. Tremendous pool of knowledge and 

information related to industrial problem solving by incorporating current industrial tools and 

techniques is created in such gatherings.

This is the right time to be a part of an organisation such as QCFI. We need to understand 

that being an active part of such a movement is quite crucial to progress in the current cut-throat 

competitive age. This not just helps in the development of our companies or industries but also 

brings positive change at a micro level in our employee talent pool and ultimately helps us to reach 

new summits. When the talent so generated is used for others' benefit and development, we end 

up in developing and forging ahead as a nation.

Nowadays we all know that tools and techniques like 5-S, Kaizen, Quality circle, TPM, etc. 

are well established and tremendously effective for problem solving, process optimization and 

production & quality enhancement. We need to now dwell on the thought process of engineers and 

scientists who created these tools and techniques. We should make use of the processes invented 

by them and study these processes to create a new, strong and able India.

Humans love dishing out unwanted advice which most of the time is disliked by the 

recipients. However, QCFI provokes us to advise through generation of ideas because it very well 

knows that no idea is small or big and that any such idea can affect a revolution. Owing to this 

ideology of QCFI eve, people with lesser technical knowhow are able to give valid ideas and be a 

major part of the development process. Today this is being seen in our country and very soon the 

whole world will be aware of this.

So we should become part of this movement which strives for our overall development and 

promotes us to project and showcase our hidden talents. Through participation in this or such 

movement, we should not only aim to make India part of the elite club of countries like the USA and 

Japan but also aim to reach the level where such countries will follow our processes, For this to 

happen, we need to shed our inhibitions and fatigue and rise anew.

The coming age awaits India's numerous talents.
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Quality Journey at Ashok Leyland during Pandemics

S. B. Joshi
Plant Head

A. K. Chaturvedi
Div Mgr - Mfg

At Ashok Leyland Bhandara (ALB), quality journey continued during the pandemic with 
prime focus on safeguarding Covid19, maintaining hygiene and good health of each and every 
employee in the organization. Work was frequently interrupted April 2020 onwards under struggle 
between cycles of 'break the chain' and 'revive the economy'. Staggered working and work from 
home introduced for ensuring curb on spread of pandemic. Work continued with a new way of life 
having use of masks, social distancing, thermal screening, hand washing/sanitation and 
sanitization stations, virtual meetings etc and the same has been well introduced in the entire 
plant.

At Ashok Leyland Bhandara (ALB), we strongly 
trust our workforce as a dynamic asset who have potential 
to transform the organization and create differentiation at 
market place. Physical classroom training was not 
feasible hence we had an impetuous focus on online 
training ensuring employee engagement to utilize the lean 
period, learn new skills, have high morale and stay 
connected. Employees utilized 6,586 Hours on internal 
learning programs in 2020-21 as below.

Though Daily Gemba Communication Centre meetings were disrupted, but employee 
participation in various initiatives ensured at par with previous years. ALB has maintained for nine 
years 100% Total Employee Involvement (TEI) for single count involvement in improvement 
initiatives since 2010-11.

Training and Development

9
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Initiatives

Achievements

It is further strengthened in 2020-21 to have participation of all employees in minimum 03 
initiatives. Each employee has to give a minimum 01 number individual suggestion / kaizen (50% 
weightage), 01 number participation in team activity (30% weightage) and participation in CSR / 
management oriented projects (20% weightage). Focus from leadership ensured achieving a 
91.5% TEI score in 2020-21 against a set target of 90% as per revised scale.     

                                                                    
Plant level competition organized, where 

31 nos teams showcase their improvements. Top 
teams were felicitated and participated in external 
competitions. Our teams are consistently 
participatn 'Pling in CCQC / NCQC competitions. 

st
In 2020-21 one team woatinum Award' in '31  
Digital Chapter Conventions of Quality Concept' 
organized by Nagpur Chapter. Team members 
also participated and won accolades in essay and 
slogan competitions too.

th
One team also won 'Excellence Award' in 34  NCQC 2020 along with accolades for essay 

and slogans. Participating members, in feedback sessions, have expressed great learning 

experience, apart from high level of motivation.
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 Leadership Excellence Award for Problem Solving (LEAPS)
Quality journey continued with implementation of Lean Six Sigma methodology for problem 

solving and 82 nos projects were completed using LSS techniques. LEAPS (Leadership 

Excellence Award for Problem Solving) competition conducted and top projects rewarded.
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The pandemic was on a once in a century roaster. Now with near to 100% vaccination being 

completed at Plant and reviving symptoms of economy, we look forward for enhancing employee 

motivation and participation in quality journey with more zeal which will help in prudent rapid 

recovery of losses and back to growth track for achieving motto of 'involving people through quality 

concepts to make India a global leader'. Also we wish QCFI a Great success in its journey.
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“Better Everyday” through Kaizen 
and Quality Circle

Kaizen is a journey not a destination. It is a philosophy 
of continuous improvement & this philosophy of continuous 
improvements believes that everyone and everything from 
Employees, Processes, and Products to the environment 
can be improved. Continuous improvement is the 
responsibility of everyone in the organization & all should 
work on ways & means to improve the opportunities.

Kaizen is an important part of our culture at JSW. By implementing the Kaizen Philosophy, 
we believe that all our employees should go through up-scaling in terms of knowledge, abilities and 
expertise in specific areas , along with a redefined focus on enhancing the skills. 

Kaizen (Continuous Improvement) is our way of Life

If an employee comes with a small Kaizen which is helpful in growth and productivity 
throughout the company, they are encouraged to share their Kaizen with the management. All 
such Kaizens are welcome and suitably rewarded. 

JSW Steel Coated Products Ltd , Kalmeshwar  appreciated the employees and associates for  
Best KAIZEN every month which includes the category of P- Production , Q – Quality , C- Cost , D – 
Delivery , S – Safety , M- Moral , E – Environment .

Best Kaizen and reward to employees and associates for their good work.

Author

Head - Business Excellence 
JSW Steel Coated Products Ltd, 

Kalmeshwar , Nagpur 

Abhay V Girhare
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Quality Circle – A history

Achievements

We at JSW Steel Coated Products Limited, Kalmeshwar were in the process of making 
everything better just as our motto “Better Everyday” by motivating our associates and employee's 
participation in improvements to make it better. So we restarted the journey with the concept of 
Quality Circle. Here in our company almost ten years ago, there were quality circles but 
unfortunately got disconnected.

End of 2018 and beginning of 2019 come for us with flying colors to start once again quality 
circles in our company at Kalmeshwar. This has been well taken up by our plant head to take it to 
the next level. And the journey started…….

We identified the problems based on our key performance indicators like Productivity, Cost, 
Quality, Safety, Environment etc. and formed the quality Circle teams in each department. To solve 
these problems we follow the12 step methodology of quality circle, using 7 basic QC tools and 
other methodology.

We started with participating in QCFI chapter level Quality Circle convention (CCQC).Total  
seven teams participated in which 2 teams won “Super Gold Award”, 4 teams won “Gold Award” 
and 1 team received “Silver Award”. So every team qualified for the National Level Competition 
and this was a proud moment for all of us at JSW.

The Top Management - specially our Plant Head was very supportive and encouraged all of 
us to participate in national level QCFI convention (NCQC) so that everyone will get the equal 
chance & opportunity to Prove at national level. This is an honor for all of us as a team for the 
confidence shown by our Top management. We didn't disappoint our Plant Head and all the teams 
won the “Par excellence Award”.

After that we Participated Virtually in the ICQCC-20 conducted  in Bangladesh, here also 
with our hard work and dedication from all team members  and support from the top management 
we were able to win the highest recognition “Platinum Award”.

To make this Journey to move ahead, In FY22 we formed the 10 Quality Circle team which 
includes new team members to participate in different QC Competition

14
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Survival of the fittest with change acceleration using 
Lean Six Sigma strategies

Abstract 

Description

Plan -

Do - 

Check - 

 

In this COVID situation, traditional products & services are 

not used globally. We must adopt new products and services to 

cater to the changing demand as per Voice of Customer (VOC). 

Six Sigma professionals as a Change Manager have the 

responsibilities to utilize the resources provided by management 

effectively and address issues of project stagnation & remove 

barriers hindering the project's success. Often, ignorance 

towards employee emotions may be the biggest issue of project 

stagnation and may create project success barriers. In this 

article, we are discussing the pitfalls for project stagnation and my 

experience in Industry.

 

Six Sigma Black Belt professionals are also called as Change Managers, because they 

know how to implement change in the organization smoothly. To apply the Change, BPR is one 

method we can implement to deal with the current market situation using lean Six Sigma 

strategies.

First, let's understand what is BPR (Business Process Re-engineering)?

BPR is the redesign analysis of the workflow within and between enterprises to optimize 

end-to-end processes and automate non-value-added tasks. The Re-structuration of resources to 

get the best output from the system is BPR.

Business process re-engineering is also known as business process redesign, business 

transformation, or business process change management. So, to redesign the process, the 

leader/Change Manager must think creatively to implement change. Here Change Manager 

(Leader) plays a vital role.

Henceforth, to bring the change, there are two basic methods as PDCA and PDSA. For the 

existing process modification, we use the PDCA method. PDSA is used when we need to invest 

new solution for our problem. In PDSA, “S” stands for Study. 

 Identify an opportunity and plan for change. Describe reason, steps, responsible person & 

benefits.

Implement the change on a small scale.

Use data to analyze the change results and determine whether it has made the difference.

Author
Mr. Mayur Chapate

Manager - Lean
Economic Explosives Limited, 

Nagpur
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Act - If the change was successful, implement it on a broader scale, and 
continuously assess your results. If the change has not worked, begin the 
cycle again.

But remember, for planning and executing all these steps, we need 
human support. As machine needs regular maintenance like oiling, 
greasing; humans also need recognition and backing for their emotions. 
After all, the feeling is the shortest way to communicate with humans without speech. For example, 
greet your co-worker with a smile and blink an eye with down head whenever you came across 
him.

Leaders must acknowledge their emotional energies & understand their organization needs 
to successfully and effectively lead through significant change, disruption, and transformation. 
Your one kind act of recognizing subordinate's hard-work will get you his full dedication towards a 
common organizational objective.

I consider the weak point in our perpetually evolving world of business, executives, and 
leaders to ignore the emotions of change. These emotions have gone unacknowledged, which 
stand in achieving change and transformation goals and can ultimately be stalled or defeat change 
success. 

I spent almost 12 years in Industry where team-work & coordination plays a crucial role. We 
worked 24 hours a day in shifts to ensure smooth operations for production.  Working against the 
natural cycle is a bit challenging during night shifts. Human has its limitations. Sometimes 
emotionally unhealthy or demotivated employees may lead to production loss &, ultimately, loss to 
the company. As a Change Manager, we must harness their power of emotions to fuel growth 
through change, which I feel the common pitfalls most often when leading through change.

1. We diminish or ignore negative emotions often when leading change in our teams and 
organizations. 

There is a particular group of employees who never support change. They will always create 
a hindrance to whatever you suggest bringing new in the organization. Yes!!! I experienced it 
personally. Sometimes they even don't know about the change; still, they resist it. 

In these scenarios, we need to understand their emotions. Why are they doing so? Is there 
any particular motto for resistance? Communicate with them one on one or ask for the reason for 
opposition. We ignore the genuine emotion involved with change and subsequently can lead to 
employee burnout and disengagement.

2. We focused too heavily on the change vision, change operations, and new 
corresponding roles responsibilities but not enough on employee well-being and 
fulfilment. 

While planning for executing new ideas or process changes, we too often view our 
workforce as a body of resources that are already deployed against deliverables. But as opposed 
to individuals within an intricate slice of humanity, we ignore this complexity, which manifests into 
hurdles that stall progress through the change journey. Here we can refer to Maslow's "Theory of 
Needs," which I have covered in detail in my previous article.

16
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3. We don't fully embrace the fact that everyone wears change differently. 

Everyone is unique, so there thinking will be!!! Here's the simple fact that not everyone will 
be immediately ready to jump on board excitedly to execute change. Any significant change can 
create a high complexity of emotions that will turn across organizations as negative and positive 
thinkers. 

When we assume a one size fits all approach to change, we failed to empower our people to 
contribute and thrive in their unique way. This must be embraced by allowing every individual in 
your organization the Room to process and execute those deliverables with a bit of grace. 

4. We don't provide genuine productive outlets for employees to express any views 
throughout the change lifecycle. 

Whenever we want to apply the change in our organization or Services, I think we should 
start by asking the field workers or the one who closely knows the process. Moreover, we must 
have a feedback counter to express their view about ongoing plus and minuses about the process 
change. 

This includes as fast as possible early engagement before beginning any change execution. 
When we as leaders do not create productive condolence for emotional energy flow, we enable the 
potential for counter-productive energy to continue churning within the organization through the 
rumour, mails, and messages. 

“Survival of the fittest”. To stick to this saying, you need to UNLOCK employee's heart in 
order to accelerate your BPR strategies.

f you want to survive in this highly competitive world then you must think very deeply from 

every perspective to increase the productivity and profits. Change the thought process to avoid 

slipping into any of these pitfalls.

You could be costing your business heavily in lost productivity and put successful change 

adoption. Leaders, try to acknowledge and understand your own emotional energies and the 

emotional landscape of your organisation to successfully and effectively lead through major 

change disruption and transformation. Treat your workforce like a family to get the maximum 

output from them.

Conclusion 
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ARTICLE Happiness Helps

Career development breeds employee engagement, boosts 

organisational performance.

` ONE NOT-SO-FUNNY joke going around these days is that 

the bonus coming from your organization this year is that you get to 

keep your job. With the ebb and flow in demand for employees, 

employers currently reign supreme. They know they can hire fewer people to do more, for less. 

Employees have been forced to put on a happy face and deal with it. 

Yet, for long-term sustainability and success, it's essential that employer's don't become 

short-sighted when it comes to investing in the needs and well-being of employees. Finding ways 

to keep employees engaged and satisfied is as important in lean times as it is when business is 

booming – perhaps even more so. 

The pathways to employee engagement and satisfaction need not be expensive or time 

consuming, either. It's a continuous process. It turns out that the easiest way to improve employee 

engagement is by offering career development opportunities and a plan for advancement. 

“Opportunity for learning and development proved to be a top driver of engagement”. Career 

development opportunities drive performance, productivity and retention and can also help 

organizations attract high-quality candidates. 

The following is the complete ranking of general engagement drivers:

1. Work processes

2. Learning and development opportunities

3. Culture

4. Senior leaders

5. Communication

6. Structure, roles and capability

7. Recognition and reward

8. Customer focus

9. Strategy

10.Immediate Managers 

A talent mismatch is driving the need for organizations to develop talent. 

Top individual engagement drivers (categories here below):

Providing career development opportunities touches on the least six of the top 10 individual 

engagement drivers.

Author

Treasure and GC Member

QCFI-Nagpur Chapter

Mr.Shirish Ghude
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1. Strategy: 

� I am committed to my organisation's core values

� My personal work objectives are linked to my work area's business plan

2. Customer Focus:

� Our customers think highly of our products and services

� I understand how I can contribute to meeting the needs of our customers

3. Communications:

� My opinion counts

4. Structure, roles and capability:

� I have a clear understanding of what is expected of m e at work

5. Recognition and reward:

� I have been fairly rewarded

6. Senior Leaders:

� Senior leaders value employees

7. Culture:

� Everyone is treated with respect at work, regardless of who they are 

  

Career development can make a significant contribution to defuse such threats. Investing in 

learning and development and ensuring individuals receive the development they need to 

succeed in their jobs are obvious steps in creating meaningful career opportunities. So, too, is 

providing performance incentives. Organizations that ensure they have people ready to move into 

newly available positions signal their commitment to providing career opportunities for current 

employees rather than hiring from the outside. Online training, professional certifications, 

participation in various related professional communities such as SAP, Quality Conventions, 

Behavioural skill development programmes, can help individuals take a proactive approach to 

managing their career development. 
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LATE SHRI ASHOK  S. GADGE

LATE SHRI ASHOK S. GADGE 

MEMORIAL QUALITY CIRCLE 4.0 AWARD

ViVEK A. SHROUTY
Secretary

QCFI Nagpur Chapter

ndQCFI Nagpur Chapter introduced new award from this year's 32  

Chapter convention on Quality Concepts(Di~CCQC-2021) to recognize 

the good work done by team members of Quality Circle and Quality 

Concepts form various organization.

This award will be known as LATE SHRI ASHOK S. GADGE 

MEMORIAL BEST QUALITY CIRCLE 4.0 AWARD in the memory of 

late Shri Ashok  S. Gadge.

He was Vice Chairman of QCFI Nagpur chapter .He worked at 

Indian Ordnance Factories, Ministry of Defence, Government of India. 

Had special experience in erection and commissioning of plants and 

heavy engineering Industries, casting industries.

Worked as Engineering Consultant and as faculty of Hydraulic, Air Conditioning, management 

subjects and also in Industrial Safety.Worked as HRD faculty for renowned Institutions, Industries 

and organizations, a reference person for Energy Conservation. He was a competent person of 

Govt of Maharashtra for Industrial Health and Safety.

He was also a Director on the governing body of the Dharampeth Education Society, Nagpur.

Associated with Quality Circle Forum of India (QCFI), for more than 40 years, nurtured and 

expanded the QCFI Nagpur Chapter to a new height. He conducted the various training 

programmes, workshops for various organizations on Quality Circle, Human Developments and 

on HRD for more than 3050 days.

With his continuous encouragement and contribution, QCFI Nagpur Chapter started many new 

things, like publishing magazine “SANKALP” and Centre for Human Excellence at Shri 

Ramdeobaba College of Engineering and Management, Nagpur.

ABOUT LATE SHRI ASHOK S. GADGE MEMORIAL BEST QUALITY CIRCLE 4.0 AWARD

This award will be selected from category of Quality Circle and Allied Quality Concepts both. 

Organization has to submit only one name of Quality Circle and Allied Quality Concepts team form 

all registered team, where team used the concept of Unique Automation with Low Cost (UALC) for 

this award.
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Eçœ Ì§ y ÁççzT \çŒoz Ò{ uNÿ NÿçzºçzŒ ç Äç®ºÌ Nzÿ Nÿçºm œìºz tzÆ ª z Áçç}Nÿ gçHŒ Nÿy uËsoy YÁç ºÒy 

Ò{ @ u\ÌNÿç Ì¤Ìz [®çtç ¤ ìºç EÌº tzÆ Nzÿ Ììßª  ÁçVì osç ª †®ª GùçzTçz, Èuª Nÿçz, ª\tìºçz Eç{º uNÿÌçŒ çz 

œº œäg ºÒç Ò{ @ FŒ Ì§ y Œ çTuºNÿçz Nÿçz Áçç§  œÒíåYçŒ z Nzÿ uÁçL Òª çºz tzÆ Nzÿ Ÿ‡ çŒª æÞy\y Œ z tzÆ Nzÿ Ììßª , ÁçVì osç ª †®ª GùçzTçz, 

Èuª Nÿ ª\tîºçz Eç{º uNÿÌçŒ çz Nÿçz Eçnª uŒ§ |º ¤Œ çŒ z Nzÿ uÁçL Eçus|Nÿ œ}Nzÿ\ Nÿç LzÁççŒ Nÿº ut®ç @ FÌ ®çz\Œ ç EæoT|o ÌºNÿçº ûçºç 

YìŒ z TL FŒ Ì§ y Áçç§ çus|®çz Nÿçz ÌÒç®oç ºçÆy Eçus|Nÿ œ}Nzÿ\ Nzÿ »œ ª õÿ ŸtçŒ Nÿy \ç®zTy @ Nõÿü ÌºNÿçº Nÿy FÌ ªto Ìz § çºo tzÆ 

LNÿ ŒF| HåYçF| Nÿy oº¢ÿ \ç®zTç @

NÿçzuÄg-19 Œ z tzÆ Eç{º tzÆ tìuŒ®ç Nzÿ Ìçª Œ z ¤Òìo Ìz ÌæNÿb Qgz uNÿL Ò{ Eç{º YìŒ ç{oy Nzÿ Ìª® tzÆ Nÿçz ETÀÌçuºo NÿºŒ z Nzÿ 

uÁçL Nõÿü ÌºNÿçº ûçºç Ììßª  ÁçVì ª †®ª ÄTy|® TwÒGùçzT (MSMES) Nzÿ ÌºNÿçº Œ z L{Ìz 16 VçzÊmç Nÿy Ò{ \çz 12 Ò\çº Nÿºçzg Ìz 

[®çtç ÁççzTçz Nÿçz ºçz\Tçº GœÁç£‡ Nÿºç®zTç @ tzÆ Nÿy Es|Ã®ÄËsç Nÿy ºyj Ò{ @

§ çºo ÌºNÿçº Œ z Tºy¤çz Èuª Nÿçõ Eç{º uNÿÌçŒ çz Nzÿ uÁç®z Eçnª uŒ§ |º § çºo Nzÿ Eu§®çŒ Nzÿ EæoT|o ¤ÒçzoÌçºy VçzÊmç®z Nÿy Ò{ @ 

§ çºo uŒºæoº Òy ¤Òìo Òy ¤gy-¤gy \çŒÁçzÄç ¤yª çuº®çz \{Ìz by¤y, œçzuÁç®çz, NìÿœçzÊm \{Ìz ¤yª çºy Ìz Áçgoç Eç®ç Ò{ @ œìÄ| Nÿy § çoy FÌ 

¤çº § y Òª çºç ÌæNÿÁœ NÿçzºçzŒ ç Äç®ºÌ Eçœtç NÿçzuÄg-19 Nÿçz ÒºçŒ ç Ò{ @ Eç{º uÄ¾ç NÿÁ®çm ª z œìŒ : EœŒ y ªÒnÄœìm| § ìuª Nÿç uŒ§ çŒ ç 

Ò{ @ uNÿÌy § y tzÆ Nzÿ uÄNÿçÌ ª z Eç{º GÌz Eçnª uŒ§ |º ¤Œ çŒ z Nzÿ uÁçL ª ìP®o: 5 Yy\çz Nÿy EçÄÅ®Nÿoç Òçzoy Ò{ @

1) Es|Ã®ÄËsç

2) Eç‡ çuºNÿ ÌæºYŒ ç

3) ŸmçÁçy

4) \ŒÌçæuP®Nÿy

5) ª çæT Eç{º Eçœîuo|

Eçnª uŒ § |º § çºo Eu§®çŒ  Nÿç ªÒnÄ :- 

Eçnª  uŒ§ |º § çºo Eu§®çŒ ª z ª ìP® Nÿçª  ËsçŒ y® ª çæT Eç{º Eçœìuo| œº ut®ç T®ç Ò{ @ FÌNzÿ EæoT|o Zçzbz ¢zÿºyÄçÁççz \{Ìz 

EÌæTeyo qzÞ Nzÿ Ã®ÄÌçu®®çz Nÿçz Eçus|Nÿ Ìæ¤Áç tzŒ z Nÿç ŸçÄ‡ çŒ uNÿ®ç \ç ºÒç Ò{ @

®Ò EŒ ì§ Ä uNÿ®ç T®ç uNÿ ÌæNÿb Nÿy uËsoy ª z ËsçŒ y® Eu‡Nÿ TuouÄ‡ y®çÒy tzÆ Nÿçz ¤Yçoy Ò{ @ Eç{º GÌz ÌÆOÿ Ò{ uNÿ Äz 

ËsçŒ y® ÄËoîEçz Nÿç NÀÿ® Nÿºoz ÒìL G‹Òz ¤jçÄç tz Eç{º ŸYçº-ŸÌçº Nzÿ ª ç†®ª  Ìz GŒNÿçz FoŒ y ŸuÌòy tz uNÿ ËsçŒ y® Gnœçt EXZy 

¤Àçæg ª z ¤tÁç \çL @

1) LNÿ Œ çºç ut®ç T®ç Ò{ <ÁççzNÿÁç œº ÄçzNÿÁç>

FÌNzÿ uÁçL ÌºNÿçºy Nÿy Eç{º Ìz § çºy §ºNÿª  Eçus|Nÿ œ}Nzÿ\ Nÿy VçzÊm ÒçzŒ z \ç ºÒy Ò{ @

<Eçnª uŒ § |º 
§ çºo>

<Eçnª uŒ § |º 
§ çºo>

uŒ ¤æ‡

ÁçzQNÿ - 
EÆçzNÿ ÁçzÁçõg, § ægçºç
®ì. ¤y. ÌçQºÄçgz
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FÌ Eu§®çŒ Nzÿ EæoT|o tzÆ Nÿy ª uÒÁçç®z G[ÄÁçç ®çz\Œ ç Nzÿ oÒo Áçç§  Ÿç›o Nÿº ºÒy Ò{ @ ª uÒÁççEçz Nÿçz E¤ ÁççzNÿÁç 

ŸçzgMbÌ Nÿy ¤ Àçæg Læ¤ zÌygº ¤Œ ç®ç \ç®zTç @ ª çzty ÌºNÿçº tzÆ Nÿy Es|Ã®ÄËsç Nÿçz ¤jçŒ z Nzÿ uÁçL ËÄtzÆy œº \çzº tz ºÒy Ò{ @ FÌuÁçL 

tzÆ ª z Òy ¤Œ z Gnœçtçz Nzÿ uÁçL ¤gz œ{ª çŒ z œº ª çÒç{Áç o{®çº uNÿ®ç \ç ºÒç Ò{ @ 

Eçnª uŒ§ |º § çºo Eu§®çŒ Nzÿ oÒo § çºo Nzÿ Œ çTuºNÿçz Nÿç ¤Òìo Áçç§  ÒìEç Ò{ \{Ìz,

tzÆ Nÿç Tºy¤ Œ çTuºNÿ, Èuª Nÿ, ŸÄçÌy, ª\tîº, œÆìœçÁçNÿ, ªZìEçºz, uNÿÌçŒ , ÌæTeyo qzÞ Ä EÌæTueo qzÞ Nìÿbyº 

GùçzT, ÁçVì GùçzT, ª †®ªÄTy|® GùçzT Fn®çty

Eçnª uŒ § |º § çºo Eu§®çŒ  ºçÒo œ}Nzÿ\ Nzÿ EæoT|o ªÒnÄœîm| qzÞ :-

1) NwÿÊy ŸmçÁçy

2) ÌºÁç Eç{º ËœÉb uŒ®ª NÿçŒ ìŒ

3) Gðª Eç‡ çuºNÿ ÌæºYŒ ç

<<§ çºo Òª çºy ª çoç Ò{, FÌNÿy ÆçŒ ª z Òª

ËÄtzÆy EœŒ ç®õTz ËÄtzÆy EœŒ çNÿº

ª Œ çNÿº § çºo Nÿçz Eçnª uŒ§ |º ¤Œ ç®õTz>> 

<Eçnª uŒ § |º § çºo>

Òª çºz tzÆ Nzÿ Ÿ‡ çŒª æÞy Èy. Œºõü ª çzty Œ z 12 ªF| 2020 Nÿçz Eçnª uŒ§ |º § çºo Eu§®çŒ Æì» uNÿ®ç @ Eçnª  uŒ§ |º § çºo 

Eu§®çŒ Nzÿ oÒo œìºz tzÆÄçuÌ®çz Nzÿ uÁçL 20 ÁççQ Nÿºçzg Nzÿ Eçus|Nÿ œ}Nzÿ\ Nÿy VçzÊmç Nÿy TF| Ò{ @ Eç{º FÌ œ}Nzÿ\ Nÿy uÄËowo 

\çŒNÿçºy § çºo Nzÿ uÄðª æÞy Œ z 13 ªF| 2020 Nÿçz ty

Eçnª uŒ§ |º § çºo Eu§®çŒ ª z M®ç - M®ç ÒçzTç -

1) FÌ œ}Nzÿ\ ª z § îª y, Èª , YÁçuŒ‡ y Eç{º NÿçŒ ìŒ Æçuª Áç ÒçzTz @

2) FÌÌz uNÿÌçŒ çz, Gùuªoç, ÁçVî Ã®ÄÌç® Eç{º LªLÌLª Nÿy Nÿçz ª to uª ÁçzTy @

3) Es|Ã®ÄËsç, ¤ìuŒ®çty jçYç, ŸmçÁçy, \ŒÌçæuP®Nÿy Eç{º ª çæT FÌ ®çz\Œ ç Nzÿ œçY Ëoæ§  Ò{ @

4) œy.Lª  Œ z ËsçŒ y® uÄuŒª ç|m Eç{º Äwu‡ÆyÁçuÁçæNÿ Nÿçz ¤tÁçz Ò{ @

5) Eç‡ ìuŒNÿ § çºo Nzÿ uÁçL ¤ìuŒ®çty jçåYç @

6) ŸmçÁçy 21 Äy Ìty Nzÿ uÁçL Ÿç{ùçzuTNÿy ÌæYçuÁço

7) \ŒÌçæuP®Nÿy - tìuŒ®ç Nzÿ Ì¤Ìz ¤gz ÁççzNÿoæÞ Nzÿ »œ ª z \yÄæo \ŒÌæçuP®Nÿy

8) ª çæT - Es|Ã®ÄËsç ª z ª çæT Eç{º Eçœîuo| ÈwæQÁçç Nÿç EŒ ìNîÿÁçŒ

Eu§®çŒ  Nÿç uŒ ÉNÿÊ| :-

Eçnª uŒ§ |ºoç Eçnª ¤Áç Eç{º Eçnª uÄ¾ççÌ Ìz Òy Ìæ§ Ä Ò{ @ EçFL Òª uª ÁçNÿº tzÆ Nzÿ uÄNÿçÌ ª z ®çzTtçŒ tz @ Eç{º Ä{u¾çNÿ 

Eçœîuo|Y®Œ ª z EœŒ y § îuª Nÿç uŒ§ çL ›®çºz tzÆÄçÌy®çz Eç\ § çºo Nzÿ Ìçª Œ z LNÿ ¤Òìo ¤gy YìŒ ç{oy FÌ Eçœtç Nzÿ »œ ª z Qgy Ò{ @ 

§ çºo Nÿy ÌæËNwÿoy Eç{º § çºo Nzÿ ÌæËNÿçº Òª z ÌæÌçº Nzÿ ÌìQ ÌÒ®çzT Eç{º Æçæoy Nÿy uYæoç uÌQçoy Ò{ EçFL uª ÁçNÿº EœŒ y œìºy 

ÌæNÿÁœ ÆuOÿ Nzÿ Ìçs FÌ ª çÒçª çºy Nÿçz Ìçª Œ ç Nÿºz Eç{º § çºo Nÿçz uÄNÿçÌ Nÿy utÆç ª z ETÀÌº NÿºŒ z Nzÿ uÁç®z ®çzTtçŒ tz @   
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Quality Slogan

\çz tzTç MÄçÁçyby Nÿçz ª ÒnÄ.
   ¤ç\çº tzTç GÌNÿçz ª ÒnÄ @

Euªo uNÿÌŒ ÁççÁç eçNìÿº
HARDWARE PRODUCTION

Economic Explosive Ltd., Nagpur

1) 
   Ì©œ‹Œ Ìª ç\, ºçÉb~ Eç{º GùçzT @@

MÄçuÁçby ÌuN|ÿÁç Nÿç ÌìuŒ®çz\yo Gœ®çzT @

Digambar Ramteke
21017 Tech Hardwere

Economic Explosive Ltd., Nagpur

NÿºõTz Òª  ËÄtzÆy Nÿç FËozª çÁç,
¤ äjç®õTz § çºo Nÿç ª çŒ @

Vocal for Local Òª çºç Œ çºç Ò{ @
ËÄtzÆy Ìz tzÆ Nzÿ ÒçÁçço Nÿçz 

ÌÒy ¤Œ çŒ ç Ò{ @
ËÄtzÆy EœŒ ç®õTz,

§ çºoy®çõ Nzÿ \yÄŒ ª õ 
QìÆÒçÁçy Áçç®õTz

Rajesh Lilhare
Jr. Engg. Opn.
NTPC - Mouda

23

ŸToy œs \ubÁç Ò{, ®Ò ÄMo § y NÿueŒ Ò{ @
œT - œT œº Ò{, YìŒ ç{uo®ç, ŸuoËœ‡ ç| Nÿç ®ìT Ò{ @
Ëœ‡ ç|nª Nÿ uNÿª oõ § y, uŒTÁçŒ z Nÿçz o{®çº Qägy,
EÁœ ª çåT Nÿç tçŒÄ § y, ÒìæNÿçº ÁçÁçNÿçº ºÒç @
ÁççTo Eç{º TìmÄðç Nzÿ ¤yY, ®ìò Ò{ uZägç ÒìEç,
FÌ ®ìT ª z ¤ç\çº Òy, ºmqzÞ Ò{ ¤Œ ç ÒíEç @
ÌÄçz|ðª  TìmÄðç Nÿç EÍç, \yo Òª õ utÁççLTç,

EXZç Ììætº ubNÿçH Gnœçt TÀçÒNÿ Nzÿ ª Œ § çLTç @
ÁççTo ª z ÁççLõTz Nÿª y, Áçç§  ËÄæ®ª  ¤äj \çLTç,
G€çoª  oNÿuŒNÿy Nÿç Ìçs, EçTz Òª õ ¤ äjçLTç @
\çz ºçzNÿ ÌNzÿ oçõÿ ºçzNÿNÿº E¤ Òª õ NÿçzF| utQçL,

uŒNÿÁç œägz Ò{, Òª  Ì§ y, E¤ \yo Nÿy Æœs uÁçL @
YìŒ ç{uo®çõ Nÿçz œçº Nÿº, LNÿ Œ®ç ª ìNÿçª  œç®õTz,
ÌæTeŒ Nÿçz uÄ¾ç ª õ, Œ®y œÒYçŒ utÁççLzTz @

   <<\®uÒæt>>  <<\®uÄ¾çNÿª ç|>>

\y. LŒ . œçº‡ y
EÆçzNÿ ÁçzÁçõg, § ægçºç

ŸToy œs
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¤äjz GnœçtŒ Eç{º § çF| Yçºç @

MÄçuÁçby ÌuN|ÿÁç Nÿç ®Ò Œ çºç @ 

Sanjana Gharpade
JSW - Kalmeshwar

ÌìºzÆ Œ ætº‡Œ z

TìmÄðç ª ægÁç Nÿç LNÿ Òy Œ çºç @

Eçnª uŒ§ |º Òçz § çºo Òª çºç @@

Ì¢ÿÁçoç Nÿy Eçzº Nÿtª  ¤äjoz \çæL,
NÿÁçç Nÿç{ÆÁç uŒQºoz \çL @

ª Œ ª õ Ò{ FXZç Ÿ¤Áç,
¤Œ ç®õTz tzÆ Eçnª uŒ§ |º

Dhammadip Dupare
Mgr- opn, NTPC - Mouda
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Shri Ramdeobaba College of
Engineering and Management, Nagpur

RCOEM Quality Circle
Forum of India

Shri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering & Management (RCOEM) and Quality Circle Forum of 
India (QCFl)-Nagpur Chapter have established RCOEM-QCFI Centre of Human Excellence. 

Centre of Human Excellence envisages being a place that will focus on Academic & Behavioral 
Excellence of all stakeholders. Centre will act as a world-class centre that intends to undertake activities 
that will improve the performance of student, faculty & Industry personnel. The Centre aims at providing 
government organizations and industries with state-of-the-art facilities for facilitating research, training, 
and development of human resources.

Centre for Human Excellence aims to help organizations attain a higher level of innovation and 
productivity. The Centre focuses on small, medium, and large organizations situated in rural and urban 
areas. The specialized areas such as Finance and Accounting, Human Resources Marketing, Operations, 
Decision Sciences, Business Environment, Business Sustainability, Agribusiness Management, 
Communication, Information Technology and Systems, Strategic Management, and Legal Management 
will contribute in imparting useful management skills to the participants.

RCOEM-QCFI Centre of Human Excellence is interested to partner with Agencies for the following 
activities

1.  Management Development Programs for Leadership Development

2. Technical Training Programs for Productivity Improvement

3.  Continuing Education Program for improving Qualification & Exposure

4.  Industry based Projects for improving health of Organisations

5.  Promote and carry out academic/commercial research in various areas of Human excellence with a 
focus on innovation and  productivity enhancement

6.  Provide expertise and advisory services to Governmental and Non-governmental organizations.

7. Develop partnerships and engagements with organizations from various sectors for knowledge 
sharing.

8.  Provide a platform for collaboration to allied industries

RCOEM-QCFI CENTRE 

OF HUMAN EXCELLENCE (CoHE)

Dr. Rajiv B Khaire
Dean - III,
RCOEM, Nagpur
E-mail: iii@rknec.edu
khairerb@rknec.edu
Web: www.rknec.edu 

Mr. Vivek Shrouty
Secretary,
Q.C.F.I., Nagpur
404, A wing 3rd Floor , 
NIT Complex
Ramnagar, Nagpur 440010
E-mail:qcfi.nagpur@gmail.com
vivekshrouty@gmail.com
Web: www.qcfinagpur.in
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=    Enhancing the sensitivity of Electric Shock Protecting Unit

Design & Development of Packing Machine

Design and developing of Aluminum Casting for Rota-Molding

Preparation of Detailed Project Report for Govt. organizations

Manpower Study

Employee Satisfaction Survey

Design of LED Display Driver

Air Craft Maintenance

Electrical system design for Township development

Testing of PVC Conduit Pipe for electrical & mechanical properties

Soil Investigation

Compressive Strength of Concrete

Training Need Analysis for employee

Optimization Audit and Training Needs Identification

Primary Geotech Investigation

Employee Engagement

=    

=    
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Futuristic learning for
Independent India

Project Management

Strength of Materials

Transportation Engineering

Geotechnical Engineering 

Concrete Technology

MOST Training Program

Behavior Change

E ective Leadership

Group Dynamics

Communication Skills

Team Building

Presentation Skills

Computer Literacy Program

Basic Excel

Advance Excel

Etiquettes & Mannerism


